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1 Introduction 
This is an announcement of [2]. 
It is well known as the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev theorem that the fractional 
integral operators Ia on the Euclidean space股nis bounded from LP to Lq for 
1 < p < qく oo,0 < a < n and -n/p + a = -n/q. For any BMO func-
tion b, Chanillo [4] proved the same boundedness of the commutator [b, I, 叶
Paluszy丘ski[19] proved that, for any fl-Lipschitz function b, 0 < fJ< l, the 
commutator [b, I, 叶isbounded fromらto伝 for-n/p+a+fJ = -n/q and from 
与 tothe Triebel-Lizorkin space炉p,oo・ 
In martingale theory, based on the result by Watari [23, Theorem 1.1], Chao 
and Ombe [5] proved the boundedness of the fractional integrals for Hp, Lp, BMO 
and Lipschitz spaces of the dyadic martingales. These fractional integrals were 
defined for more general martingales in [14, 20] and studied in [6, 15, 16]. In this 
paper we investigate the fractional integrals on martingale Orlicz spaces. 
Let (0, F, P) be a probability space and let {瓦い。 bea nondecreasing 
sequence of sub-び-algebrasof F such that F =び(Un瓦） • We suppose that 
every u-algebra Fn is generated by countable atoms, where B E瓦 iscalled 
an atom (more precisely a (瓦，P)-atom),if any A c B with A E瓦 satisfies
P(A) = P(B) or P(A) = 0. Denote by A(瓦） the set of al atoms in瓦.The 
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expectation operator and the conditional expectation operators relative to瓦 are
denoted by E and En, respectively. 
We say a sequence (f砂戸0in L1 is a martingale relative to {瓦}n2oif it is 
adapted to {瓦}n2oand satisfies En[f叫=f n for every n :;m. It is known as 
the Doob theorem that, if p E (1, oo), then any LP-bounded martingale converges 
in Lp. Moreover, if p E [1, oo), then, for any f E Lp, its corresponding martingale 
Un)n2。withfn = E』 isan LP-bounded martingale and converges to f in LP 
(see for example [17]). For this reason a function f E L1 and the corresponding 
martingale Un)n2o will be denoted by the same symbol f. 
We first recall the definition of generalized fractional integrals of martingales. 
Definition 1.1 ([16]). Let hn)nミ。 bea non-increasing sequence of non-negative 
bounded functions adapted to {瓦}n2o.For a martingale Un)n2o, its generalized 
fractio叫 integralI』=((I,f)nい isdefined as a martingale by 
n 
(J'Yf)n = L叩 1Uk-fk-1) 
k=O 
with convention 1_1 = 10 and f-1 = 0.
Our definition of I'Y is based on the notion of martingale transform in the 
sense of Burkholder [3]. For quasi-normed spaces M1 and M2 of functions, we 
denote by B(M1, M2) the set of al bounded martingale transforms from M1 to 
島， thatis, I'Y E B(M1, M2) means that 
sup ll(I"ff)nllM2::; Csup llfnllMu 
n2'.0 n2'.0 
for al M1-bounded martingales f = Un)n:,:o-
Let 
ぬ=L P(B)XB, n = 0,1, 2, • • • . 
底 A(瓦）
(1.1) 
For a> 0,let加＝ぽ， n2 0. Then I'Yf is the fractional integral off introduced 
in [14]. 
In this paper we prove I'Y E B(L心い） for the Orlicz spaces L<I> and Lw under 
suitable conditions. Moreover, we consider the commutator [b, J'Y] generated by 
a function b. For f E L00, which is regarded as an L00-bounded martingale 
f = Un)n20 with f n = E』,((I』)n)n2o is also an L b 0― ounded martmgale. 
We denote by I'Yf the limit function, that is, I'Yf = ((I'Yf)砂戸0.In this case 
the commutator [b, I'Y]f = bI'Yf -I'Y(bf) is well-defined for al b E L00. In this 
paper we prove that, for functions b in Campanato spaces and f E L<I>, [b, I孔]Jis 
well-defined and bounded from L<I> to Lw under suitable conditions. 
The definition of the Campanato space is the following: 
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. 
Defimt10n 1.2. For p E [1,oo) and 7/; : (0, 1]→ (O,oo), let 
c;, 心={f E Lp: IJI今，心<oo}, 
where 
1 1 l/p 
l!l.c; ゆ=~芯幻悶(r;.n)心(P(B))(P(B) i If -En-dip dP) 
We say that a function 0 : (0,1]→ (0, oo) satisfies the doubling condition if 
there exists a positive constant C such that, for al r, s E (0, 1], 
? ????? ?
???•1 ??)‘.~ ??（（??? ???
0(r) :s; C0(s) (resp. 0(s) :s; C0(r)), if r < s.
(1.2) 
We say that 0 is almost increasing (resp. almost decreasing) if there exists a 
positive constant C such that for a llr,sE(0,1], 
(1.3) 
The stochastic basis {瓦}n:>。issaid to be regular, if there exists a constant 
R 2: 2 such that 
fn =:; Rfnー1 (1.4) 
holds for al n 2:1 and al nonnegative martingales (f砂n:C:O・
It is known by [12, Theorem 2.9] that, if {瓦}n;:c:ois regular and心isalmost 
increasing, then 
IJl.c1沖::;111今，心:::;Cplfl.c五 (1.5) 
2 Orlicz spaces 
First we define a set <J> of increasing functions <I> : [O,oo]→ [O, oo] and give some 
properties of functions in <1>. 
For an increasing function <I> : [O,oo]→ [O, oo], let 
a(<I>) = sup{t 2: 0: <I>(t) = O}, b(<I>) = inf{t 2: 0: <I>(t) = oo}, 
with convention sup 0 = 0 and inf 0 = oo. Then 0さa(<I>):S b(<I>) :S oo. Let <1> 
be the set of al increasing functions <I> : [O,oo]→ [O, oo] such that 
〇:Sa(<I>)く oo, 0 < b(<I>) :S oo, (2.1) 
lim <I>(t) = <I>(O) = 0, (2.2) 
t→ +o 
<I> is left continuous on [O, b(<I>), (2.3) 
if b(<I>) = oo, then lim <I>(t) = <I>(oo) = oo, (2.4) 
t→00 
if b(<I>)く oo,then lim <I>(t) = <I>(b(<I>) (さ oo). (2.5) 
t→ b(<!>)ー 0
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In what follows, if an increasing and left continuous function 1> : [O,oo)→ 
[O, oo) satisfies (2.2) and lim刺t)= oo, then we always regard that 1>(oo) = oo 
t→OO 
and that 1> E <P. 
Definition 2.1. A function 1> E <Pis called a Young function (or sometimes also 
called an Orlicz function) if 1> is convex on [O, b(1>)). 
By the convexity, any Young function 1> is continuous on [O, b(1>)) and strictly 
increasing on [a(1>), b(1>)]. Hence 1> is bijective from [a(1>), b(1>)] to [O, 1>(b(1>))]. 
Moreover, 1> is absolutely continuous on any closed subinterval in [O, b(1>)). That 
is, its derivative 1>'exists a.e. and 
t 
<I>(t) = J <I>'(s)ds, t E [O, b(<I>). 
゜
(2.6) 
For <I>, W E <P, we write <I> ::J W if there exists a positive constant C such that 
<I>(C―1t) :S w(t) :S <I>(Ct) for al t E [O, oo]. 
Definition 2.2. (i) Let釘 bethe set of al Young functions. 
(i) Letむ bethe set of al <I> E <P such that <I> R:i ¥[I for some ¥[I Eも．
(ii) Let Y be the set of al <I> E <Py such that a(<I>) = 0 and b(<I>) = oo. 
For <I> E <J>, we recall the generalized inverse of <I> in the sense of O'Neil [18, 
Definition 1.2]. 
Definition 2.3. For <I> E iJ>and u E [O, oo], let 
い(u)~{inf {t 2'0, <l>(t) > u }, u E [O,oo), 
00 U = 00. 
(2.7) 
Let <I> E <P. Then <I>―1 isfinite, increasing and right continuous on [O, oo) and 
positive on (0, oo). If <I> is bijective from [O, oo] to itself, then <I>―1 isthe us叫
inverse function of <I>. Moreover, we have the following proposition, which is a 
generalization of Property 1.3 in [18]. 
p ropos1t1on 2.1 ([2]). Let <I> E少 Then
<I> (<I> ― 1(u)) さ u~<I>―1(<I>(u)) for al u E [O, oo]. (2.8) 
For functions P, Q : [O,oo]→ [O, oo], we write P ~ Q if there exists a positive 
constant C such that 
c—1 P(t) :; Q(t) :; CP(t) for al t E [O, oo]. 
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Then, for屯¥JIE ?>, 
<[) :=:i ¥JI ⇔ <[)-1 ~ ¥JI―1_ 
For a Young function屯 itscomplementary function is defined by 
恥）~{:~{tu -<l>(u) , u E [O,oo)}, t E [O,oo), 
t = 00. 
(2.9) 
Thenるisalso a Young function, and (屯恥 iscalled a complementary pair. For 
example, cl?(t) = t,then 
釧＝｛゜， tE[O,l],
oo, t E (1, oo]. 
Defimt10n 2.4. For a function cl? Eり let
L<I> = {f EL゜： E[cl?(clfl)] < oo for some E > o}, 
IJIL,p = inf {入＞〇： E[cl?(IJI/入）l :; 1}, 
wL• ~{t E L0, sup <l>(t)P(,J, t) < oo Im some,> 0}, 
tE(D,oo) 
[[/[[wL全 ~inf {入 >0,,~~悶心<l>(t)P(f/入，t)さ1},
where P(f, t) = P({w E O: lf(w)I > t}). 
Remark 2.1. It is known that 
sup <I>(t)P(f, t) = sup t P(<I>(IJI), t), 
tE(O,oo) tE(O,oo) 
(2.10) 
see [7, Proposition 4.2] for example. 
Let (屯恥 bea complementary pair of functions inも.Then it is known 
that 
t'.S <I>ー1(t)ふ一1(t)'.S2t, t E [0,oo]. 




Lemma 2.2. Let <I> Eも.Then, for al A E F, its characteristic function XA 
is in wL<I> and 
1 
llxAIILq; = llxAllwLq; =一.,.、一，．、、・ (2.13) 
Definition 2.5. (i) A function <I> E if>is said to satisfy the 今—condition, de-
note <I> Eふ， ifthere exists a constant C > 0 such that 
<1>(2t) :s; C<l>(t) for al t > 0. (2.14) 
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(i) A function <I> E <i> is said to satisfy the▽ rcondition, denote <I> E気， if
there exists a constant k > 1 such that 
1 
<I>(t) < -<I>(kt) for al t > 0. -2k 
(ii) Letふ＝妬 nふ andv'2 =釘 nV2.
Remark 2.2. (i)ふ CYand V2 C心 ([10,Lemma 1.2.3]). 
(2.15) 
(i) Let <I> Eむ.Then <I> Eふ ifand only if <I>~W for some W E△ 2, and, 
<l>E豆 ifand only if <I>~W for some W E豆．
(ii) Let <I> E釘.Then <I> Eふ ifand only if the set of simple functions is dense 
in L屯
(iv) Let <I> Eも.Then <I>―1 satisfies the doubling condition by its concavity, 
that is, 
<I>―l(u)'.Sq>―1 (2u) :S 2<I>―1(u) for al u E [O, oo]. 
(v) If <I> E V2, then there exists 0 E (0, 1) such that <I>(-)8) E▽ 2 ([22, 
Lemma 4.5]). 
3 Main results 
We denote by Mら theset of al Lq, bounded martingales f = Un)n2'.0・ 
Theorem 3.1. Let <I>屯 E 釘. Assume that u→ w-1(u)/<I>―1(u) is almost 
decreasing and that there exists a positive constant C such that, for al n 2".0, 
竺ー1一孜）い（土） +,nい（土）さCい（土） (3.1) 
Then, for any positive constant C<I>, there exists a positive constant Cらsuchthat, 
for al J EM伍 withf季0,
¥Ji (M(J7J)) :; <I> (MJ) 
信 SUPn:;:,oIJ』IL令 c<I'>SUPn:;:,o Ii』IL,p ・ (3.2) 
Consequently, I'Y E B(Lcp, wLw). Moreover, if <I> E▽ 2, then I'Y E B(Lcp, Lサ
Next, for a function p: (0, 1]→ (0, oo) such that 





"fn = Jf3n£fil dt 。 t , f3n = L P(B)XB, n = 0,1, 2, ・ ・ . 
BEA(瓦）
(3.4) 
In this case we denote I'Y by Ip, namely, for a martingale f = Un)n;::o, 
I』=(Uふ）n::,o, (I』)n=言(1f3k-1p~t) dt)伍 -fい）• (3.5) 
If p(t) = at0 and a > 0, then J尻 1辛 dt= 
゜
(/3k-i)0 and IP is the fractional 
integrals introduced by [14] as a generalization of I,。ondyadic martingales inves-
tigated in [5]. 
If {瓦}n::,ois regular, that is, there exists R 2'.2 such that 
E』 :'.SREn-d (3.6) 
for al non-negative integrable function f, then the inequality f3n :; 〇正1:;Rぬ
holds, see [14, Lemma 3.1]. Hence, 
n 
どhk-1一 1k)い (l/f3り=tい (1/f3k) J比 i p~t) dt 
k=O k=l 森～幻厖1い (l/t)p(t)dt 
k=l 森 t 
= J/3oい (l/t)p(t)dt. 
(3, t 
That is, (3.1) is equivalent to 
J釦凸dtい (1/ぬ）+ bo p(t)い (1/t)。 t J t dt::; ⑪ー1(1/ぬ） for al n 2:0. 
f3n (3. 7) 
Corollary 3.2. Let {瓦}n2:obe regular, and let屯¥JiEも.Assume that u→ 
¥J!-1(u)/い (u)is almost decreasing and that there exists a positive constant A 
such that, for al r E (0, 1], 
Jr p(t) dtい (ljr)+ 11 p(t)い (l/t)dt < Aw-1 l 。t t _ (/r). (3.8) 
Then, for any positive constant Gil?, there exists a positive constant C1 such that, 
for al f EMら withf手0,
¥Ji (M(I』))： <I>(Mf) 
信 SUPn2:oIJ』IL,p Gil? sup戸 oIi』IL,p . (3.9) 
Consequently, Ip E B(L<1.>, wLw). Moreover, ~ 尺 E▽2, then Ip E B(L<1.>, L砂
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For a sequence 1 = bn)n~。 ofpositive me邸 urablefunctions, let 
M,f = sup叫E』I, f E L1・ (3.10) 
n20 
Theorem 3.3. Let 屯屯€ 心.Assume that u→ W-1(u)/い (u)is almost 
decreasing and that there exists a positive constant A such that, for al n 2'.0, 
"In <J>―1(1//3叫:SAw-1(1//3砂 (3.11) 
Then, for any positive constant C<I>, there exists a positive constant Cらsuchthat, 
J or al J E L<I> with J羊0,
w(喜L,p): cpい二'P) (3.12) 
Consequently, M'Y is bounded from L<P to wLw. Moreover, if <I> E豆， thenM'Y is 
bounded from L<P to Lw. 
For the commutator [b, Ip]! = bl』-Ip(bf), we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let心： (0, 1]→ (0, o), and let屯WE軒
(i) Assume thatゆisalmost increasing and that there exists a positive constant 
A and a function 8 E V 2 such that, for al n 2 0, 
n 
Lhk-l一咋）い(1)+而<I>―1 1 1 
k=O 
f3k し）：： Ae- (/3n) , (3.13) 
心(/3砂e-1(rt-)::; Aい (rt-), (3.14) 
n n 
ゆ(/3nhn-lい（土）：： Aw-1且） • (3.15) 
If屯WEふn豆， thenthere exist constants v E (1, oo) and C E (0, oo) 
such that, for al b E£,~,/J and al f E L虹
I [b, I'YlJIILw :S Cllbllc~,J; IJIL<1>・ (3.16) 
Moreover, if {瓦}n2:obe regular, then, for al b E£ 贔 andal f E L<I>, 
l [b, 1、"/lJILw : さこ Cll bl.c; ―, ,j;IJ IL《 9 
without the assumption (3.15). 
(3.17) 
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(i) Conversely, let {瓦｝吟0be regular and a > 0. Assume that心satisfiesthe 
doubling condition and that there exists a positive constant A such that, for 
al n 2-0, 
い(i):S A/3n°'l/J(/3砂小―1旦）． (3.18) 
Assume also that 
lbl 
1 
叫（瓦） = B:悶。)~(B)P(B)l lb dP < 0. (3.19) 
If [b, Ia] is bounded from L<I> to Lw with operator norm I[b, Ia] ILい Lw,then 
b isin L1, ゅandthere exists a positive constant C, independently b, such 
that 
lbl.c五:SC(1 [b, Ia] Iら→Lw + lbl.c心（凡））．
For an almost increasing functionゆ： (0, 1]→ (0, o), we define the sharp 
maximal function M! by 
閲f= sup印(f3n)-国 If-En-ifl, f E Li, (3.20) 
n2".0 
with the convention E_if = 0.If心三 1we denote M! by M~, that is, 
M汀=sup Enif -En-di-
n::>O 
Then we define the Triebel-Lizorkin-Orlicz space as follows. 
Definition 3.1. For <I> E <P and心： (0, 1]→ (O,oo), let 
豆={f E L1 : IJIFtq, < OO }, 
where 
IJIFtq> = IIM!JIILq,• 
We can extend Theorem 3.4 to Triebel-Lizorkin-Orlicz spaces 
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